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Introduction
Creating goodstrategy gameAIs is hard. Spatial reasoning
is a major source of difficulties:
Terrain is of vital
importance in war games, and geography is key in
Civilization-style
empire/trading games. Since today’s
strategy AI’s are tightly bound to the underlying game
world simulation, it is hard to start their development
before the gameworld is up and rurming, and harder still to
reuse the algorithms and representations in a new game,
unless the underlying engine is extremelysimilar to the old
engine.

Qualitative spatial representations work in the same way.
Qualitative spatial representations carve up space into
regions ~, based on a combination of physical constraints
and task-specific constraints. In reasoning about motion,
for example, identifying fiat versus sloped surfaces is
useful because of the different ways that colliding objects
can bounce on them. In reasoning about motion,
identifying ranges of angles where parts may come in
contact versus ranges of angles where they may move
freely is one importantcriterion for carving up orientation.
Qualitative spatial representations are almost alwaysfirmly
rooted in a quantitative, diagrammaticrepresentation, for a
variety of technical reasons [2]. For our purposes, this
means that we can use quantitative information (e.g.,
specific coordinatesof a unit, or distances betweenunits) in
qualitative spatial reasoning. For instance, qualitative
spatial descriptions for trafficability support both finding
routes in a general way, and carrying out time-distance
estimates about travel over those routes (e.g., can they get
there in time?). In other words, by identifying and using

Weconjecture that using qualitative spatial reasoning
techniques [2,3] to build strategy AIs can help overcome
these problems. Webegin by briefly reviewing the relevant
qualitative reasoning ideas, then outline four advantages
that we believe can be obtained using this approach. After
that, we describe two explorations of this idea that are in
progress: Howvisual routines can be used to quickly
computequalitative spatial descriptions for war games,and
howqualitative descriptions can help in path-finding. We
close with somethoughts about next steps and a request for
collaborators.
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of uniformly-sized bins or using a grid to divide up space.
Let’s start with the simpler one-dimensional case. Think
about temperature of a fluid. To understand what state that
fluid is in requires knowingwhatits temperatureis relative
to its freezing point and boiling point. The specific
numerical value (say 72 instead of 73 degrees) is not
relevant as knowingthat it is less than its boiling point and
above its freezing point. Roughly speaking, temperature
can in this circumstance be quantized into five discrete
values, two of whichare points and the other three of which
are intervals. On the other hand, if you are going to
immerseyourself in it, its temperaturerelative to your body
temperature becomesrelevant, as do your comfort ranges
for bathing temperatures. The quantizations that are
important for reasoning dependboth on physical properties
(i.e., freezing point, boiling point) and on task-specific
properties (i.e., your desire to bathe in that water).

Abstract
Spatial reasoning is a major source of difficulties for
strategy gameAIs. Weconjecture that qualitative spatial
reasoningtechniquescan help overcome
these difficulties.
Webriefly reviewthe relevant qualitative reasoningideas,
and outline four potential advantagesof our approach.We
describe two explorationsin progress: Howvisual routines
can be used to quickly compute qualitative spatial
descriptionsfor wargames,and howqualitative descriptions
canhelpin path-finding.

What is qualitative
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reasoning?

Qualitative representations carve up continuous properties
into conceptually meaningful units [4,5]. This is very
different from, say, choppingup numericalvalues into a set

l Weinclude edgesand points, of course, as special cases.
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these conceptually meaningful units, reasoning strategies
can achieve results that are morehuman-like.
Webelieve that the spatial reasoning problems faced by
strategy AIs can be better tackled using qualitative spatial
representations. For example,one key spatial constraint for
strategic reasoningis trafficability: The ability of a vehicle
or unit to moveacross a specified piece of terrain [1]. In a
combinedobstacle overlay, USmilitary planners divide an
area of operations into severely restricted, restricted, and
unrestricted terrain. Severely restricted meansimpassable,
restricted means one can get through, although perhaps
slowly or with damage, and unrestricted means that that
unit can travel unhinderedby that terrain. (Wewill see an
example of this below.) Given a mapand an echelon, the
area of operations is carved up into regions of these three
types. Further analysis of the unrestricted terrain identifies
mobility corridors (i.e., paths over whichsub-echelonunits
can move between interesting places) and avenues of
approach (i.e., paths over which that echelon can move,
based on the available mobility corridors). These spatial
descriptions, and others commonly
used by the USmilitary,
are good examplesof qualitative spatial descriptions that
have been evolved through human practice. Commanders
and decision-makers use these tools constantly. If we want
strategy AIs that can do as well as humanplayers (without
cheating), or that can communicatewith humanplayers in
meaningful ways (e.g., as subordinate commanders or
teammates or opponents), we need to exploit these and
other qualitative spatial representations.

Better communication of intent
Commanders
generally sketch whendescribing their plans.

Figure 1: Massedfires problem. Most path
planning algorithms would send all three
brigades downthe same path, leading them
to be chewedup by the enemydivision.
They specify their intent, so that units can choose their
actions to be consistent with the commander’s overall
goals, rather than just blindly doing the concrete task
assigned.
They specify timing information and
contingencies, so that their subordinates work as a
coordinated force. Today’s game interfaces, even with
innovations such as waypoints and formations, are poor
substitutes. Somemight argue that forcing players to
micromanagetheir forces is a good way to induce flow and
thus enhance engagement in the game world. Webelieve
instead that it leads to player frustration, especially when
their units are being unrealistically stupid.

Figure 2: Red, headingeast, is about to be
ambushedby Blue

Potential

is thus essential to expressing strategies in a general way.
For example, how can one characterize what are good
locations for an ambush?One way of thinking about it is
that an ambushis a place where you can focus far more
combat power on your opponent than they can on you.
Onegoodtype of ambushsite, illustrated in Figure 1, is a
"funnel", where your opponent is comingout of a tightly
constrained space into a position where your forces are
already arrayed, waiting for them. By providing more
abstract descriptions of space, qualitative representations
simplify recognizing and exploiting such configurations.

Considera classic problemin strategy AI: Massedfires. If
you assign three units to attack a specific enemy,they will
chose paths to get to that enemyand then attack it. Many
games are susceptible to the following problem: Suppose
the quickest path to the enemy involves a tightly
constrained tube, forcing your units to go downit singlefile. The enemy, which would have been overwhelmed
had your forces converged on it all at once, can then
destroy each of themin turn as they enter the clearing (see
Figure 2).

advantages

Webelieve that four advantages could be obtained by using
qualitative spatial reasoning in strategy gameAI’s: more
expressive spatial representations, better communication
of intent, better pathfinding, more reusable strategy
libraries. Wediscuss each in tum.
More expressive spatial representations
Manystrategies exploit particular properties of terrain.
Beingable to describe spatial configurations and properties
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Goodmilitary planners solve this problem differently.

Figure 3: Enablingplayers to specify their
intent by
sketching paths should increase the sense of
realism and immersion
They can specify paths that the units will take, and can
specify synchronizationconstraints (i.e., "using these axes
of advance(see Figure 3), be in position to commence
the
attack at 0400"). Goodcommunicationis essential to good
coordination of forces. The bandwidth between human
commanders and their subordinate
commanders is
massively higher than the bandwidth between a human
player and the units under his command.Providing higher
bandwidth between a humanplayer and the game’s strategy
AI’s could, we believe, provide a more satisfying
experience.
Better pathfinding
One complaint from game developers during the 2000
Symposiumwas that path finding was still a significant
problem across game genres. Webelieve that qualitative
spatial representations can help with these problems, by
reformulating space in ways that are more amenable to
search.
Problems with pathfinding seem to run rampant throughout
the industry. Even modem,massively successful games
can run in to trouble in this area. Diablo II is a good
exampleof an extremely popular gamethat has difficulty
determining where the NPCs should move, and how and
whenthey should get there. These problemsare at the very
least annoying, and in some instances caused the NPCor
eventhe player to be killed.
Diablo II’s pathfinding is most visible whenthe player has
an NPCfollower. It appears that the gameattempts to keep
the followerfairly close to the player, but not right next to
him. The NPCtends to wander continuously within some
acceptable area. It seems that the gamedoes not makeany
attempt to plan the NPC’spath in advance or to consider
how to get around obstacles. Instead, when player and
follower are separated, the follower tries to movetoward
the player as directly as possible. In addition, there does

not seem to be any conception of "safe" vs. "dangerous"
spaces. The NPCwill frequently wanderinto areas that the
player has not yet explored.
Because the pathfinding algorithm doesn’t have an
understanding of obstacles and how to navigate around
them, it is very easy for the follower to get "caught" in a
local concavity (for instance the comerof a roomyou have
exited). Many games have this problem for larger
concavities, but it is more noticeable in Diablo II since
almost any concavity can cause it. The solution applied by
the folks at Blizzard is to magically transport the follower
backto the player’s vicinity if they get too far apart. Thus,
when the NPCbecomesstuck the player has the option of
continuing without it for a while, or to go back and get it.
Neither option is particularly appealing to most players, in
our experience. In addition, if this mechanism were
applied to a game which creates a more "realistic" world
(such as Baldur’s Gate) players might be muchless willing
to accept NPC’sthat can teleport in this fashion.
The NPC’s inability to discriminate between safe and
dangerous spaces can cause the player even more serious
problems. Whenthe player stands still (to heal, for
example) the NPC tends to wander around him. As
result, it often becomesvisible to the enemy,resulting in a
fight for which the player may not be ready. There are
even times when the player is fighting one group of
monsters, and the NPCwill wander off and draw more
monsters into the fight, resulting in an attack which comes
from several directions at once!
Reusable strategy libraries
Reusable componentsare an important way to develop new
software. Reusability typically enhances robustness and
reduces developmenttime. Unfortunately, today’s strategy
AI’s are mired in the ontological choices of the specific
game engine that they are developed for. This sharply
limits reuse. Consider an alternative. Qualitative spatial
representations provide a layer of description above the
specifics of the game engine, optimized to express the
distinctions needed to carry out its reasoning. Supposewe
can automatically
compute qualitative
spatial
representations from the gameengine spatial descriptions.
Then we can express the strategy AI’s spatial knowledge
entirely in terms of the qualitative spatial representations.
These representations
would represent quantizations
relevant for that genre of game(i.e., trafficability for war
games with a land-based component),but would not rely on
the specifics of the underlying gameengine. As long as the
"perceptual" componentof the strategy AI were updated,
the underlying game world could be completely
Depending on how general
the
reimplemented.
representations for other aspects of the gameworld are, the
same strategy AI could be used with an entirely different
gameengine for .that genre.
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Snapshot 3: Voronoi diagram

Snapshot
1: Mapusedin an on-line
tactical decisiongame

Visual computation
of qualitative spatial
representations
Qualitative spatial descriptions are only going to be useful
in games if they can be efficiently and automatically
computedfrom the spatial descriptions in the underlying
game world. Manyaspects of these descriptions can be
computedonce for a given map, e.g., basic trafficability
constraints due to terrain features. Other properties will
need to be dynamically computed (i.e.,
changes in
trafficability due to introduction of obstacles, visibility
based on estimated enemypositions, fields of fire based on
positions and available equipment). Figuring out the
appropriate qualitative descriptions for battiest)ace

Snapshot2: Severely restricted terrain, as
drawnin the Tactical Decision Coach

reasonmgis still very muchresearch in progress. However,
based on preliminary experiments on computingqualitative
descriptions of free space, we suspect that these
computations can be done practically
in a gaming
environment. This section summarizes those preliminary
experiments.
Our work is based on Mahoney’sMAPS
approach to visual
routines. MAPS
provides a computational model of highlevel visual processing that exploits operations on bitmaps,
organized into a high-level functional language that
supports rapid prototyping of visual operations. Weare
experimenting with visual operations for extracting
qualitative descriptions of free space, expressed in terms of
areas and paths connecting them. Wewill illustrate the
process via an example. Snapshot 1 shows a map used in
an electronic tactical decision game,a computer-facilitated
on-line game where players take on the roles of unit
commanders, responding to orders from a designated
commander. Snapshot 2 shows the severely restricted
regions (for armor), given that map. (These regions were
sketched in via our multimodalinterface system, since the
mapwas given to us in the form of an uninterpreted bitmap.
Such regions can easily be automatically extracted from
either ink-based or bitmap based models in gameengines
[1].)
The next step in characterizing free space is to computethe
Voronoidiagram, whichidentifies lines and points that are
equidistant from a pair of obstacles (see Snapshot 3). The
Voronoi diagram provides a starting
point for
characterizing free space. Regions of free space can be
identified by growingout from the junctions of the Voronoi
diagram,and paths are identified as the subsets of the edges
of the diagram that are not subsumedby free regions. The
results of these computationsare showin Snapshot 4.

advanced methods have been proposed that can deal with
shaping the edges of cells to the edges of obstacles, or
combininggroups of small cells into a single large cell.
Skeletonization attempts to reduce the world to a 1
dimensional skeleton along which units may move.
Pathfinding is then reduced to finding a path to the
skeleton, finding a way to movealong the skeleton to a
point near the goal, and then finding a way to movefrom
the skeleton to the goal.
The methodwe are pursuing involves a hybrid of these two
techniques. Using the qualitative spatial representations
described above, we divide space into tubes (which can be
used to get through constricted areas) and open areas
(convex spaces in which we can move directly from any
edge point to any other edge point). Concaveareas can be
handled either by subdividing them into smaller convex
areas, or by movingalong the wall as needed to get around
the concavities. Webelieve that dividing space in this way
will result in significantly more concise descriptions of
space, allowing our search routines to more quickly
produce a good path. Additionally, the resulting path
should look fairly natural, eliminating the need to use postprocessing techniques for smoothing.

Snapshot 4: Free space regions and corridors
This description of free space and corridors still needs
work - for example, there are edge effects where the
distinctions between regions and paths seem visually
unnatural. However,we do find it encouraging, given that
we have only just started exploring this space of
algorithms. Froma practical standpoint, it is important to
note that these computationsonly need to be done once per
map. The entire sequence of computations described here
took six seconds on a mid-range machine, using a Javabased general-purpose implementation. Webelieve that
this is already fast enough for most purposes, and that
substantial further performance optimizations could be
done if necessary.
Using qualitative

spatial representations
pathfinding

in

Weare exploring two uses of qualitative reasoning in
pathfinding. First, we believe that we can improve the
performanceof pathfinding algorithms by better describing
the space in which pathfinding occurs. Second, we would
like to be able to add soft constraints to pathfinding.

Soft constraints in pathfinding
Military planners consider at least three distinct sources of
constraints
when deciding how to move between two
points. Theseare trafficability, visibility, andfields of fire.
Trafficability, as noted earlier, concerns the ease with
which a unit can movealong the path. Visibility describes
howeasily the unit can be seen by enemyunits, and how
well it can see the enemy(often, but not always, there is
tradeoff between the two aspects of visibility). Fields of
fire are the areas in which the unit maybe fired upon by
enemy units. Most computer games appear to consider
only trafficability. In the Diablo II examplegiven above,
for instance, the NPC’sfailure to consider its visibility is
often significantly detrimental to the player.
If we can qualitatively
divide space based on these
constraints, we should be able to devise AIs which act far
more cleverly. They will be able to exploit terrain to hide
from the player, figure out weak spots in the player’s
defenses, and generally give a better game, without
cheating, than today’s gameAI’s. Furthermore, we can add
an element of personality to our NPCsby setting their
utility for these constraints differently (or wecan allow the
player to set this for NPCsthey control).

More efficient pathfinding
Effective pathfinding requires solving two problems:
Describing the space and searching that description for a
suitable path. Mucheffort has been put into developing
search techniques such as A*. Muchless effort has been
put into creating better descriptions of space to search
through.
Historically, there are two schools of thought about howto
describe space for purposes of path planning: cell
decomposition and skeletonization
[6,7].
Cell
decomposition, in it’s simplest form, simply involves
overlaying the world with a grid. Eachsquare in the grid is
marked as trafficable or non-trafficable, and then path
planning is done on the grid. There is, obviously, a
tradeoff between grid resolution and search speed. More
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Discussion
In this paper we have described work in progress on using
qualitative spatial reasoning to improve AIs for strategy
games. The central idea is that, by using more human-like
representations of space, we can build strategy AIs that can
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We thank Will Wright and Ian Davis for valuable
discussions and insights about the state of the art in game
design.

use terrain better in achievingtheir goals, take orders better
(for subordinate commanders),and find their way around
better. Moreover, by decoupling the representation of
space in the strategy AI from the implementationof space
in the game engine, we could take a large step towards
making reusable strategy AIs, driving downdevelopment
costs while improvingtheir subtlety.
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Weare currently proceeding in this research in several
ways. First, we are continuing to experiment with the
MAPS
system, to create qualitative spatial descriptions to
support path-finding and deeper terrain analysis (e.g.,
spotting good places for ambushes). Second, working with
Cycorp, we are expanding representations
of human
activities so that effects of plans can be morerealistically
considered (e.g., if you force troops to marchharder they
will get tired sooner). Third, we are fielding-testing alpha
versions of our software to US military personnel and
military experts, using their formative feedback to help
drive our developmentprocess.
Weare very interested in collaborating with strategy game
designers to explore howthese ideas can be used in games.
As we improve our representations,
we need to move
beyond tactical decision problems and into interleaved
planning and execution. One roadblock in doing this is the
lack of good military simulations with APIs that would
enable us to create software that could play on an equal
footing with humans. (Existing military simulations, such
as MODSAF,
require human operators and substantial
computing resources for anything but the simplest
scenarios.) Wewouldbe very interested in collaborations
with gamedevelopers who already have, or are willing to
makeavailable to us, such gameswith APIs.
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